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A Taste of History

Holidays and

from Our Archives

Jewish Texts

Taxi Renamed Monit ()מוֹנִ ית

Hanukkah - Sufgania ()סֻ ְפגָּ נִ יָּה

Taxi, the shortened “taximeter” (cab), is a car
with a meter that calculates the rate of a ride.
Similarly with monit, named for the moneh
(meter) installed inside the car.
So - who coined the word “monit”? The word is
often attributed to the first Transportation
Minister David Remez. Apparently, Remez first
used the word monit from the Knesset podium.
Yakov Cnaani, in his dictionary, Ozar Lashon
HaIvrit LeTekufoteha Hashonot, also credited
Minister Remez for the entry monit.
However, in actuality, caricaturist and
illustrator Joseph Bass, first information officer
of the Israel Police, coined the word. Itamar
Levi, the well-known secondhand bookseller,
found proof on a pink note that slipped from
one of the books he received from Joseph
Bass’ library. On the slip, Bass proposed the

In Israel, jelly donuts, known as sufganiya in
the singular, and sufganiot in the plural, are
traditional Hanukkah fare. They are fried in oil-associated with the holiday miracle of oil-filled with strawberry jam and topped with
powdered sugar. Today, the many flavors
include dulce de leche (introduced after the
South American aliyah early in the 21st
century) and the 2020 Emerati coffee donut
and the Abu Dhabi donut filled with rosewater,
pistachio and kadaif.
Professor David Yellin coined the word
"sufganiot”. Yellin was a teacher, researcher of
the Hebrew language and public figure, one of
the heads of the Yishuv. Together with Eliezer
ben Yehuda, he founded the Vaad HaLashon
HaIvrit, which eventually became the
Academy of the Hebrew Language. Yellin
coined the word “sufganiot” stemming from the

Hebrew alternative to temperature and also
mentioned Vaad HaLashon’s rejection of the
word monit. On the last line, he added, “By the
way, the word ‘monit’ is my small creation.”
And so, the word “monit” originated with the
police. Below is the police announcement
published in newspapers on 8 Av 5708/August
13, 1948:
"The car known today by its foreign name
“taxi” will from now on be called with the
Hebrew “monit”. The public is asked to
accustom itself to the Hebrew term and stop
using the foreign term. Remember: There is
no more “taxi”; -- only, “monit” and “moniot”."

word sufganin in rabbinic literature. Sufganin
was an airy, sponge-like pastry. In the Hebrew
of the Middle Ages, there are already sufganin
fried in oil, which resemble our modern
donuts. The use of the word sufganin was
influenced by the Arabic word safanj, and in
Israel, sfenj, the Hanukkah donuts still popular
in North African Jewry in Israel. The similarity
between sfenj and sufganin is not coincidental
– both stem from the Greek word “spongos”
sponge. Sfog also derives from this Greek
word as do sponga and the Ladino, spongador
(rag, mop).

- Hamashkif via “Itonut Yehudit Historit”
website.

Today, everyone uses the word monit but
initially, it evoked criticism; as there were those
who found nothing wrong with the international
word “taxi” and rejected what they considered
to be an unnecessary neologism.
There were several strong responses to the
Israel Police’s announcement of the new word,
including this opinion by linguist Yitzhak
Avineri who wrote in Pinat HaLashon [The
Language Corner] that a new word was
unnecessary. In his opinion, in the word “taxi”,
one can recognize a Hebrew pattern as in the
words “ragli’ and “kalfi”. He added, “If already
2000 years ago, Hazal (the sages, of blessed
memory) had Hebraized the Greek teches,
tekes utekesaim, is there really any reason to
banish “taxi” from our language”.
However, Hebrew speakers liked the word
“monit”, which was accepted and is used by
everyone—as originally coined by Joseph
Bass.

Yellin coined the word sufganiot for butter
cookies and other soft pastry. However, the
Vaad HaLashon used the word for latkes –
perhaps because it was a food saturated in oil.
Sufganiot soon became the name for latkes, a
traditional food of the Ashkenazic Jewry—
Perhaps because it resembled sfenj, perhaps
due to its spongy shape (sfog) and being
safug (saturated) in oil, or perhaps for both
reasons.
The singular for sufganiot was originally
sufganit – “it” characterizes something smaller
(a donut); sufganit appears in the Vaad
HaLashon and Academia dictionaries. Today,
the commonly used singular is sufgania. Other
newly coined words underwent the same
transformation. Ugit (a cookie) became ugia,
naknikit (a frankfurter) became naknikia and
lahmanit (a roll) became lahmania.

What's in a Name

A Modern Hebrew Word

Uri ()אוּרי
ִ

Umbrella - Mitriya ()מ ְט ִריָּה
ִ

Today, many first names in Hebrew are based
on the root “or”. A partial list includes Or, Ori,
Ora, Orit, Yair, Meir, Naor, Maor, Lior, and Orli.
The first names, Yair and Meir, come from
biblical sources: Yair appears in the Tanakh
and Meir appears in the Mishna. In the
Tanakh, there are three men with the name
Yair: Yair ben Menashe, the grandson of
Joseph, Yair HaGiladi, a judge in Israel, and
Yair, the father of Mordechai (mentioned in
Megillat Esther). The feminine form of Yair is
Tair (will light up), which in contemporary
Israel is a feminine first name.
The words “Or” and “Ora” are also first names.
They are joined by Uri, which is a popular
name in both masculine and feminine,
meaning HaOr sheli/my light.
The name “Uri” became popular thanks to the
well-known poem, “Barren” by beloved
Hebrew language poet Rachel:
“Uri,” I will call him, “Uri, my light!”
The short name, clear and soft.
A dewdrop of brightness.
For my dark-haired child
“Uri!” I will call!

And what is the difference between “or” and
“ur”? “Ur” means fire. Urim is the plural form of
Ur and is familiar primarily from the Urim
Vetumim, the name of the stones embedded in
the High Priest’s breastplate and with which
God responded to questions that were asked.
Another name of Hanukkah is “Chag HaUrim,”
which became popular in the 19th century and
although the actual translation is “Festival of
Fire”, it is known in English as the “Festival of
Lights”.

With the arrival of winter, we are happy to
bring to you the origins of the word mitriya
(umbrella) and its equivalents in other
languages. Mitriya is one of Eliezer ben
Yehuda’s newly coined words. The well-known
poet, Haim Nachman Bialik, who did not like
new words with the suffix “yah" (sounded to
him like the braying of a donkey), proposed
instead the word “sochech” from the root
sch”ch. Although this word was not accepted,
it appears occasionally in Hebrew literature.
Before this accessory became identified with
rain and other elements, it was intended to
protect against the sun. Evidence of this can
be found in ancient cultures. This use
gradually decreased in the face of its new
function, protection from the rain, but in many
languages its name is still connected to
protection from the sun.
In spoken Arabic in Israel (and also in
Turkish), the accepted word, shamsiya, is
derived from the word shams (sun). Most
likely, this was the inspiration for the Hebrew
word shimshiya (parasol), and it can be
assumed that the word mitriya followed,
versus the other way around.
Alternatively, mitriya and shimshiya on one
hand, and sochech on the other, reflect two
approaches to choosing the name for the
necessary apparel, focus on function, to
protect, shelter, shade, or on what it protects
from – the rain or the sun.
Before Ben Yehuda’s mitriya was absorbed
into Hebrew, a variety of alternatives were
suggested, which contained the relevant
components found in other languages.

News, Updates and Events

AHL Announces Architecture Competition Winner

The Academy is excited to announce the selection of Mayslits Kassif Roytman Architects (MKR) as
the winner in the national competition to design the Academy’s new global Center (Minveh) in the
National Quarter in Jerusalem. The competition generated widespread interest, and one hundred
(100) bids were submitted. The panel of judges reviewed the anonymous submissions and selected
5 design proposals from the initial 100 submissions to advance to the next stage. The winner was
selected among this pool of bids. The winning design captured both elements of embracing the
natural environment and maximizing accessibility to the public, as it effectively embraces personal
connections and interactions through its inviting and open structure.
Minveh, the name chosen for the future home of the Academy of the Hebrew Language in
Jerusalem, is derived from the word naveh (home, beauty) and is on the same grammatical pattern
of the words machaneh (camp) and mitzpeh (observatory). The new word “Minveh” was coined by
Professor Moshe Bar-Asher, President of the Academy of the Hebrew Language.
To learn more about the Minveh click here
Annual Hebrew Day 2020 ()יום העברית תשפ"א

As in past years, Yom HaIvrit (Hebrew Day) will be marked on 21st of Tevet – the Hebrew birthday
of Eliezer ben Yehuda. This year the Hebrew date falls on January 5, 2021. Since its establishment
on the Hebrew calendar on November 18, 2012, by a decision of the State of Israel, Hebrew Day
has continued to become more recognized. Each year, more media, organizations and communities
join in to commemorate the day, understanding the importance of Hebrew as the foundation of our
culture and identity.
The Academy of the Hebrew Language marks Hebrew Day with diverse activities, which receive the
attention of hundreds of thousands among the Hebrew-loving public. There are lectures, colorful
posters countrywide, interesting fun content on milk cartons, Hebrew-language radio programs,
newspaper articles, and well-attended events.
This year, due to the Coronavirus pandemic, the Academy will celebrate Hebrew Day virtually. The
Academy's website will host an abundance of programming including videos, quizzes and lectures,
free of charge.

To learn more about Hebrew Day and join in the celebration, click here
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